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About Us

Art Studio
“AVGVSTVS”
"Art Studio AVGVSTVS" from Mačvanska Mitrovica Serbia,
was founded as a family-owned company, with over two
decades of successful business, both domestically and internationally. Our production is based on the artistic creation of
ancient replicas from the Roman era. As our business pro-

Vision :

Mission :

We do not have a permanent production program, but we

To be one of the leading CNC supplying companies in

Art Studio AVGVSTVS is dedicated to delivering effec-

operate on the principle of quick response to our clients'

the region that operates with the latest technologies.

tive, efficient and high quality services with integrity

gressed, so did our desire to steer the company in other directions, one of which is providing CNC machining services.

request.

accountability using proven and innovative metods.
Satisfaction of our clients is our biggest priority and we
strive to improve our services consistently.
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Our Services
STAR MICRONICS RNC-16B II
This is the CNC automatic lathe machine which is currently at our
disposal. With a FANUC Series 18-T control unit, this machine is
producing components with precision CNC turning of rod-shaped
objects with a diameter of up to 16mm.
Precision CNC turning we work to order on a 4-axis lathe that also
has a counter spindle with 2 simultaneous axis, thus avoiding any
subsequent refinements and thus obtaining a competitive price.
ROBOBAR SSF which is 4.2 meters long is implemented in our
production as well.
We produce various parts such as screws, nuts, bolts, hinges, fasteners, washers, etc.
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You can choose from the following
materials:
brass
aluminum
steel
stainless steel
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How You
Can Find Us
"Art Studio AVGVSTVS" is located in Mačvanska
Mitrovica, Serbia. We are located not far from the
capital. You can find us at street Svetislava Damjanovića 26. We are in the area of Srem. In Roman
times, the area was called Sirmium. It was among the
3 largest cities of the Roman Empire, so the city itself
and our company have a great history.
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Company
Presentation
+381694904997
www.cncaugustus.com
info@cncaugustus.com

